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SIGCOW
SIGGAD
SIGJOY
SIGMOH
SIGUM
SIGAT
SIGWE
SIGPEG
SIGPOT
SIGQUE
SIGROE
SIGRUN
SIGSAY
SIGSEE
SIGSIP
SIGSIX
SIGTAM
SIGTID
SIGTIT
SIGVAN
SIGVEX
SIGWEB
SIGWLX
SIGYEN
SIGYIP
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Hagelin Cryptograph B 211, Analysis of
Field Codes Used by Germans During World War
German Diplomatic Code 7500, An Encipherment of
Report of Code Compilation Section, GHQ
Principles of Indirect Symmetry
Statistical Methods in Cryptanalysis
Principles of Solution of I. T. & T. Cipher Machine
Notes on Liaison Service of German Army in World War
Report of Radio Intelligence Section, GHQ, AEF
Studies in German Diplomatic Codes Employed During World War
Analysis of Mechanico-Electrical Cryptograph, Part II
General Solution of ADPGVX Cipher System
Further Applications of the Principles of Indirect Symmetry of Position of Secondary Alphabet
Analysis of Mechanico-Electrical Cryptograph, Part I
Statistical Methods in Cryptanalysis (Revised)
Index of Coincidence and its Applications in Cryptanalysis
German Military Ciphers from February-November, 1918
Principles of Solution of Military Field Codes used by German Army, 1917
Zimmerman Telegram of January 16, 1917
General Solution of Double Transposition Cipher
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Course in Cryptography
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